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To The United Nations
To African Union
To European Union
A call for saving Ethiopia
Ethiopia one of the founding members of League of Nations,Member of the United
Nations since its inception, and one of the leading role players for the establishment of
African Union is at great danger of instability caused by internal and external anti
Ethiopia forces. The group under the name Ethiopian People revolutionary democratic
front(EPRDF)super headed by Tigray people liberation front(TPLF) that have been on
power for the last 29 years organized the country on ethnic based federalism
and regional administration has prepared the country for total disintegration.
The Ethiopian people have been under terror nearly for the last three decades.
specially the last two and half year the terrorist acts organized by TPLF and its allied
forces has been intensified and millions of people have been forced to leave their
homes,and thousands of them have been murdered, properties have been damaged
and looted, Churches and mosques have been burnt down.
Our Party (Consultation party) appeal to the international community to pay attention
for the situation before getting worst and expands to other African nations like the
covid-19 pandemic. The motives of ethnic sentiment that claim the right of every
village or region becoming independent state by destroying the existed multinational
state like Ethiopia has neither legal nor social grounds .The group that claim to be
representatives of a given ethnic are trying to achieve their goal by means of force
and terrorist acts. It has been proved that, they don’t even hesitate to ally
with foreign forces to destroy Ethiopia.
Recently the TPLF ,the creator of ethnic politics in Ethiopia has written a letter to
different international organization asking them to support its ambition to take over
the power again that it has lost by the popular movement almost three years ago. It
shamelessly declares that it is a champion of peace and stability by shading a
crocodile tears.
The International community should draw a lesson from the horrible experience of the
Ruwanda genocide that took place 25 years ago and caused the death of millions of
people on the ground of ethnic differences .It is a humanitarian task and obligation to
hinder the same catastrophic events from taking place again in Ethiopia.
The united nation and African union charters equally condemn any attempt to destroy
a national unity,peace and order that may create instabilities and social crises on
ethnical or religion lines.
Ethnic sentiment is never encouraged by any standard and political philosophy.Even
the socialist ideology that mostly mentioned to be the pillar of self-determination is
not in agreement with the idea of narrow sentiment. It describes about the danger and
outcome of ethnic politics as follows. ”The national autonomy or national selfdetermination prepares the ground not only for the segregation of nations,but also for
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breaking up the united Labour movement. The idea of national autonomy creates the
psychological conditions that makes for the division of the trade union, and complete
segregation is the result.If narrow nationalism and ethnicism implanted among the
workers and among the people in large, it poisons the atmosphere and spread noxious
ideas of mutual distrust and segregation among the workers or peoples of different
nationalities and ethnics of a given Nation or country. It becomes the obstacle for
national progress and unity.this kind of evil outcome is the harvest of national
autonomy or national self-determination.”
we see on the above statement that Socialists are strong opposers of ethnic based
politics and self- determination. They rather have a wider international outlook.
Likewise the united nations has declared on its charter the danger of ethnic politics as
follows “To concede to minorities, either of language or religion, or any fractions of
population the right of withdrawing from the community to which they belong,
because it is their wish or their good pleasure, would be to destroy order and stability
within states and to inaugurate anarchy in international life ,it would be to uphold a
theory incompatible with the very of the state as a territorial and political unit.”
It goes further and add this phrases in the article. “Any attempt aimed at the partial or
total disruption of the national and territorial integrity of a country is incompatible
with the purposes and principles of the charter of the united Nations”
on its charter article 46 stated “Nothing in this declaration may be interpreted as
implying for any state, people, group or person any right to engage in any activity or
to perform any act to the chapter of the united nations as authorizing or encouraging
any action which would dismember or impair, totally or impart ,the territorial integrity
or political unity of sovereign and independent states.”
The African union itself has a strong opposition for self-determination on the basis of
ethnic or religion back ground by commencing this in a clear and short article guide
line. “Rejecting any right to secession from existing states as reflecting the right of a
state to be free from outside interference rather than as an ethnically specific right for
a group to choose its own political status at the expense of the existing state.
Looking at the above international declarations ,we are encouraged to be a part
of opposing any attempt that challenge the existence of Ethiopia as a nation.
We call up on the united Nations and African union to respect and defend their
charters and oppose those groups standing against their charters.
We call upon the international community and peace loving people of the world to
oppose the dangerous movements based on ethnic and religion sentiments in Ethiopia
and other countries under the pretext of human rights and democratic right of selfdetermination .It is a motivation of a few backward elements opposing the will of the
majorities.
If ethnic based movement as we see now in Ethiopia is not dealt with the proper legal
steps and coordinated measure is taken timely ,the crisis will not be limited in one
country ,Ethiopia but will expand like a wild fire throughout the African continent.
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Our party would like to appeal to all government and nongovernment humanitarian
organizations and to the International community at large to denounce the act of
terrorism by different groups driven by ethnic sentiment and their effort of
dismantling the national unity of Ethiopia and make the whole region a war zone .
Long live Ethiopia!
Long live African Unity!!
Long live The united Nations!!
Ethiopianism Prevails over Tribalism!!!
Sasahulh kebede
Consultation party president

